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BALLISTIC HAWAIIAN HAZE, DDH PALE ALE (4.8%)
A fruit-driven hop explosion that screams ‘’DRINK ME!’’ Juicy aromas effortlessly overlay the fluffy mouthfeel and
clean finish. This is a can of pure Double Dry Hopped fun.
BALLISTIC, REVELATION IPA (6.5%)
With a 100% Australian hop bill this beer was unleashed to showcase the world-class hops we grow locally. A well
balanced but firmly bitter fruit bowl of pineapple, mango and apricot.
BALLISTIC, MEXICAN HOT CHOCOLATE STOUT (6.7%)
Inspired by the streets of Mexico, well not the actual street but the vibe in the streets… This Milk Stout is brewed
with cocoa nibs, lactose, chilli and spices. It’s dark and dangerously drinkable. Perfectly balanced and unexpectedly
moreish.
COOPERS PALE ALE (4.5%)
The beer that inspired a new generation of ale drinkers. With its fruity and floral characters, balanced with a crisp
bitterness, Coopers ‘Green’ is naturally fermented in the "Burton-upon-Trent" style. A secondary fermentation
creates the trademark sediment that gives the Pale its fine cloudy appearance. A refreshing and smooth easy
drinking ale that is additive and preservative free.
KRONENBURG 1664 (5%)
The unique recipe of Kronenburg 1664 is distinguished by the use of the aromatic Strisselspalt hop - the 'caviar of
hops', delivering a long, slow, satisfying taste. Hailing from historic Alsace province, this premium continental
Lager, is more bitter than sweet, with a distinctive citrus flavour reminiscent of grapefruit.
MORNINGTON DRAUGHT (4.6%)
Brewed out of the Mornington Peninsula in Victoria, Mornington Draught uses premium Australian malts to deliver
a distinctly pure Lager with a refreshingly full-bodied flavour and an unmatchable clean crisp finish.
MORNINGTON, HOP CULTURE XPA (4.9%)
The explosive Hop Culture is an approachable XPA using Equinox and Citra hops that creates a fruit-bomb aroma.
A lean palate consisting of medium bitterness with aromas of lemon, citrus and mango.
MOUNTAIN GOAT, SUMMER ALE, RANDAL INFUSION POP HEAD (4.7%)
A real thirst-quencher that smells like summer with hints of passionfruit and melon with a crisp dry finish.
MOUNTAIN GOAT, ORGANIC STEAM ALE (4.5%)
One of Australia’s first certified organic beers, Mountain Goat Steam Ale is a great introduction to the world of craft
beer. Crisp and refreshing with a clean finish, this brew is both sessionable and full of character.
SAPPORO PREMIUM (5.0%)
A refreshing lager with a crisp, refined flavor and a clean finish. The slow cool fermentation balances delicate hops
and esters with a full malt character.
SLIPSTREAM, SCOOTER AMERICAN RED ALE (4.5%)
Everyone knows red ones go faster. All American hops bring the power of citrus and pine, with the malts balancing
the flavours to ensure a smooth drive.. Easy to drink without getting revved up.

